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Discover the lives of outstanding people from designers and artists to scientists. All of them 

went on to achieve incredible things, yet each began life as a little child with a dream. 
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King Charles 9780711286689 
The coronation of King Charles III was watched 

by millions of people worldwide.  A vocal 

supporter of sustainability and conservationism, 

Charless life has been spent championing 

important causes and charities. In 2022, he 

pledged that he would spend the rest of his life 

serving his people with loyalty, respect and 

love. 

Princess Diana 9780711283060 Sept 
Discover the life of Princess Diana, the world's most 

loved princess. Known for her kind-hearted nature 

from a young age, Diana touched the hearts of 

many.  Diana used her status to bring awareness to 

a number of charitable issues across the globe. 

Diana became a style icon and is remembered as 

the princess of the people, who encouraged us all 

to stand for what we believe in.  

. 

Steve Irwin 9780711285613 Sept 

Steve Irwin is an Australian icon he shared his love of 

wildlife and his passion for protecting it through 

television programmes, and soon rose to international 

fame with his khaki shorts and catchy enthusiasm. 

Steve used his celebrity status to educate the world on 

the importance of conservation. Steve died in a tragic 

accident while diving and today Steve’s family 

continue his incredible work through Australia Zoo and 

Wildlife Warriors.  Steve’s legacy continues to inspire 

young animal lovers and eco warriros everywhere. 

NZ$24.99  

Mozart 9780711285521 Oct 
Mozart is a world-renowned classical musician and 

composer. Wolfgang Mozart first started playing the 

keyboard at just three years old. As a young boy, he 

travelled from city to city with his father and sister, 

playing for Europe's royal families and delighting them 

with his talents. Wolfgang wrote over 600 pieces 

during his short life. Wolfgang became a world-

renowned musician and composer, Today, Wolfgang's 

music still delights audiences across the world, from 

the smallest school hall to the biggest opera house 



Dwayne Johnson 

9780711281547 

$24.99 HB 

Helen Keller 

9780711259522 

$24.99 HB 

Anna Pavlova 

9780711271104 

$24.99 HB 

RECENT RELEASES 

Nelson 

Mandela 

David Attenborough 

9780711245631 
Coco Chanel 

9781847807717 

David Bowie 

9781786038036 

Elton John 

9780711258389 

Frida Kahlo 

9781847807700 

Michael Jordan  

9780711259362 

Vivienne Westwood  

9781786037565 

Bob Dylan 

9780711246744 

Prince 

9780711254374  

Queen Elizabeth 

9780711283435 

$24.99 HB 

Hedy Lamarr 

9780711246683 

$24.99 HB 

TOP SELLERS  

Shakira   

9780711283091  

$24.99 HB 

Freddie Mercury  
9780711271067  
$24.99 HB 

 

Louis Pasteur  

9780711283121  

$24.99 HB 

Lewis Hamilton 

9780711283152  

$24.99 HB 



Amelia Earhart 

9781847808851 

Audrey Hepburn 

9781786030528 
Michelle Obama 

9780711259409 

Jane Goodall 

9781786032942 

Albert Einstein 

9780711257566 

Marilyn Monroe 

9780711257771 

Florence 

Nightingale 

9780711270770 

Iris Apfel 

9780711258983 

Andy Warhol 

9780711257931 

John Lennon 

9780711257658 

Ernest Shackleton 

9780711245709 

Mahatma Gandhi 

9781786033345 

Greta Thunberg 

9780711256439 
Martin Luther King 

9780711245662 

Mother Teresa 

9781786032904 

Anne Frank 

9781786032928 

Jane Austen 

9781786031198 

Elvis Presley 

9780711270855 

Neil Armstrong 

9780711271012  

Steve Jobs 

9780711245761 


